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About Equitable
Equitable Group Inc. (TSX: EQB and EQB.PR.C) is a growing Canadian financial
services business that operates through its wholly-owned subsidiary, Equitable Bank
(the “Bank” and collectively with Equitable Group Inc., “Equitable”).
Equitable Bank is a Schedule I bank regulated by the Office of the Superintendent
of Financial Institutions Canada (“OSFI”) with total Assets Under Management of
approximately 24.7 billion and shareholders equity of 1.1 billion as at December 31,
2017. The Bank serves retail and commercial customers across Canada with a range
of savings solutions and mortgage lending products, offered under the Equitable
Bank and EQ Bank brands. Measured by assets, Equitable Bank is the ninth largest
Independent Schedule I Bank in Canada.

The information in this Public Accountability Statement (“PAS”) encompasses relevant activities surrounding community development relating to Equitable Bank in accordance with Canadian federal regulations,
pursuant to subsection 459.3 (1) of the Bank Act for the fiscal year beginning on January 1, 2017 and ending December 31, 2017. For more information on our efforts to make a difference in our community please
visit equitablebank.ca/community.

About Equitable
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Joint Message from the
President and Chair of
the Board
At Equitable, social responsibility has been a part of our identity from the very beginning.

Our people are our greatest resource and as one of AON’s Best Employers in Canada for

It informs everything we do from the lines of business we pursue, to how we govern

three years in a row, we take our responsibility as an employer seriously. The environment

ourselves, and how we relate to our communities, our employees and the clients we

and benefits we provide our employees are a small part of our efforts to thank them

serve. We are thrilled to have the opportunity to share our contributions in our first

for making us who we are and for their tireless work on behalf of our stakeholders. Our

Public Accountability Statement.

employees are the true driving force that has allowed us to become Canada’s Challenger Bank™;
we want them to be proud of where they work and what we stand for as a financial institution

In the following pages of this report, you will find information about our economic

in our community.

contributions, charitable giving strategy, environmental stewardship, community
involvement, culture and our efforts to provide accessible financial services and financial

Finally, we believe in contributing through what we do and how we do it. As our organization

education throughout Canada. It is with the help of our employees, charitable partners

grows, we are constantly looking for ways to make financial services more accessible, to

and you, the members of the Canadian public, that we have been able to grow as a

encourage financial literacy and to empower Canadians to strengthen their financial futures.

corporate citizen and create opportunities to better our community at large.

We believe that all Canadians should have access to transparent banking solutions that
provide them with the services they need, wherever they need it.

Our relationship with our community runs deep. In addition to providing monetary
assistance, our people believe in hands-on participation. We are proud to have fostered

We hope you enjoy reading about all of the different ways we have been responsive to the

long-term relationships with community-based organizations doing important work and

needs of the communities we serve. Our programs are a source of pride for the team at

are honoured to have been able to grow together with them over the years.

Equitable Bank and we are especially proud to know that in 2017 we have given back more
to our communities than ever before. None of this would be possible without our employees
and our community partners. We are grateful for all we have been able to do together to
ensure our legacy in our communities is one that we can all be proud of.

President & CEO, ANDREW MOOR

Chair of the Board, DAVID LEGRESLEY

Joint Message from the President and Chair of the Board
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Empowerment
We support our people to
make the right decisions
with confidence.

Service
We deliver outstanding service
in everything that we do.

Respect
We cherish our differences
and always unite as a team.

Integrity
Through courage and honesty,
our results are always based on
mindful actions.

Our Values

Agility
We embrace change
head-on to reach our goals
ambitiously.

Our Vision and Values
At Equitable Bank, we recognize that our success depends on nurturing a
distinct culture where employees find meaning in working collaboratively to
deliver excellent and innovative services to our customers, strong results to
our shareholders and positive outcomes for the world around us. Our values
are the foundation of who we are as a business and reflect our underlying
commitment to our people, business partners, customers, shareholders and
the public. We seek to operate according to our five core values.

Our Vision and Values
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Equitable Bank and
the Community

Total Charities Supported

40
2017

Our Charitable Giving Strategy

32

We are committed to doing our part to build stronger, more supportive
and resilient communities for Canadians. When it comes to our charitable
giving strategy, we have a two pronged approach to giving back based

2016

on our long term community partnerships and causes close to our
employees’ hearts.

Total Amount Donated

341,114

$
Giving By The Numbers ↘

2017

305,900

$

2016

Total Time Volunteered

1324hrs
2017

886hrs
2016

Equitable Bank and the Community
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Main Community Partners
Our corporate giving strategy prioritizes causes and organizations that are important to the long-term health of the
communities in which we operate and live. Given the focus of our business, we continue to build on our commitment
to empowering Canadians to live better lives. In 2017, we strengthened our existing partnerships with Madison
Community Services, CRC - 40 Oaks and the Mount Sinai Hospital Foundation, by supporting their efforts to integrate
and empower members of our society facing mental health challenges and the threat of homelessness. We take
great pride in the shared success of the initiatives we have participated in bringing to the communities they serve
over the years and are eager to tell you more about what we have accomplished together.

Madison Community Services
Madison was originally formed in the late 1970’s and has a long history of working in communities to promote
the health, recovery and integration of persons with mental health and addiction challenges. Madison operates
seven homes across the GTA providing residential support to those at risk of homelessness. Our partnership
began in 2008 and has continued to grow for almost ten years. In 2017, we showed our support by providing:
The Gift of Opportunity: We support the Equitable Bank – Bill Walker Memorial - Madison Client Education
Bursary Fund (the “Bursary Fund”), which provides Madison clients with the financial resources to pursue
learning through formal education or life skills training. Since the program began in 2012, over 160 people have
received grants to further their education. In 2017 alone, the Bursary Fund provided $25,000 to Madison clients.
We have increased our donation to the Bursary Fund over the years in recognition of the value it

“

provides Madison clients and in response to their enthusiasm for it.

I must thank the people who had first thought of the Bursary Fund program at Madison
Community Services. The Bursary Fund is a wonderful thing for it allows people who face
challenges within the mental health community and those who may not have the financial
capabilities, to go back to school and gain the additional knowledge to re-enter the workplace.

MADISON CLIENT

”

Equitable Bank and the Community
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A Helping Hand: In addition to providing financial support, every year Equitable Bank
organizes one day for all summer interns and co-op students to volunteer on-site alongside

The
Gift of Opportunity
cleaning and maintenance. In 2017, our employees joined this annual tradition and worked
Madison staff, helping with housing renovation projects such as painting, gardening,

on two of Madison’s residential properties painting living rooms, dining rooms and kitchens.
An Outlet for Expression: Our shared efforts have also helped fund the Art Expressions

“ I am looking forward to
and I’m excited about my
future, which I have not
felt in many years. ”
MADISON CLIENT

Group program which is a multicultural, expressive art-based support group that provides
Madison clients with meaningful opportunities to develop important life skills, build

“

community and engage in creative, healing processes.

I want to thank you from the bottom of my heart
for the funds you have provided to me so that I
can take an Interior Design program course. This
course will help me to put my life back on track.
Decorating, design and art are all a huge part of
who I am and it’s my expression to the world. It

”

helps me to health through all the struggles that I
have had through my mental health issues.

MADISON CLIENT

Equitable Bank and the Community
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CRC - 40 Oaks
CRC – 40 Oaks is a resource center in Toronto’s Regent Park
neighbourhood where visitors are welcomed into an engaged
and active community and connected with the resources
they need to create change for themselves. Since we began
working with 40 Oaks in 2012, groups of Equitable Bank
employees have volunteered with the 40 Oaks Community
Meal Program to spend their lunch hour preparing and
serving nutritious meals to 250 diners on average welcomed
each day. In 2017, approximately 280 Bank employees

280

650Hrs

Nov 29, 2017

Employees

spent 650 hours volunteering with 40 Oaks. More recently,
on November 29, 2017, Equitable Bank proudly announced
a donation of $60,000 to 40 Oaks in honour of the 5th
anniversary of the opening of their community facility.

60,000

$

5th Anniversary Donation

Mount Sinai Golf Classic Partnership
For the past 23 years, Equitable Bank has proudly been a title sponsor for the
Mount Sinai Golf Classic Tournament. This partnership is incredibly important
to us as our contributions to Mount Sinai go toward improving the hospital’s
facilities and overall care of its patients.
In 2017, we donated $50,000 to the Mount Sinai Foundation with 24 of our
employees volunteering on the day of the tournament.

2017

50,000

$

Equitable Bank and the Community
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Employee Involvement
In addition to our planned giving and the related gifts of time, we have
always believed that our employees’ desire to contribute to the causes
they care about matters. When our employees come to us with ideas
on what we can do to give back together, we listen. As a result, with over
600 employees in Calgary, Montreal, Toronto and Vancouver combined,
there are many different causes that have become close to our hearts
and we are proud to support them all!
We have contributed to nearly 40 charities each year, and several of
them have become cornerstones of our charitable giving efforts.

Equitable Bank and the Community
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Here is a look at some highlights of our
employees’ giving back in 2017

243
Riders

2017

69,094

$

Over 7 years

Heart & Stroke - Ride for Heart

350,000+

$

In 2011, we assembled a team of 26 employee bike riders and completed our Ride
for Heart campaign, raising $11,500 in support of the Heart and Stroke Foundation of
Canada. In 2013, we invited friends and family to join the Ride and grew our team by
118 riders, taking home the Bronze Wheel Award and raising over $40,000.
Since then, we managed to win the 2014 Gold Wheel Award and the 2015 Silver Wheel
Award. Our team continues to grow and in 2017, we raised a total of $69,094 with an
impressive team of 243 riders!

“

Why do I lead the Ride for Heart team on behalf of Equitable Bank? I get to combine
my passion for cycling with the opportunity to take part in a crucial fundraising initiative
while seeing the impact that our team has had over the last seven years towards key
areas of the Heart and Stroke Foundation. Equitable Bank has raised over $350,000
participating in the Ride, and the awareness raised is priceless!

”

CAILIN PHILIPS, SENIOR MANAGER
PRIME UNDERWRITING

Section Title
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ALS Plane Pull

“

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (also known as ALS, Lou Gherig’s
disease, or motor neuron disease) is a debilitating disease that
has personally touched the lives of some of our employees. Each
fall, a group of employees team up to pull a 37,000 lb airplane
across the Bombardier Aerospace runway in Toronto to help fund
the research, support and services of ALS Canada.

2017

34,953

$

Raised

“

In 2010 at age 60, my dad lost the battle to
ALS. In his memory, I have been participating
in the ALS Plane Pull annually and have
been fundraising for ALS Canada ever since.
Without the help of ALS Canada, equipment
would be too costly to purchase and we
would have had no option but to immediately
admit my dad to a long term care facility.
I would like to thank you in advance for
donating to ALS Canada. The money that
they receive will go towards families like ours
and will fund research to find a cure.
LOLO LAM, LEARNING & DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST

”

Equitable Bank and the Community
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Juvenile Diabetes Research Fund (JDRF)
In 2014, our Mortgage Services Team began participating in the JDRF Ride
for Research in support of all those affected by Type 1 Diabetes, including our
employees and their loved ones. With five teams cycling for seven minutes
over the course of an hour, this event has also been a positive way to support
the healthy lifestyle that our work culture encourages.
What began as a team building exercise has now grown into a company-wide
annual activity with participation and donations growing each year. Through
small initiatives such as bake sales and raffles, the Mortgage Services team
raises funds in the months leading up to the Ride for Research making this

Last 4 years

charitable initiative a staff favourite.

Employee Donation Matching
We have learned that no charity is too big or too small for us to take on
together. We wanted to find another way to help our employees engage their
workplace in support of the charities that mattered to them. In April 2010,
we launched “Gotta Love Mondays”, a program that provides employees the
opportunity to organize a casual-dress day in support of a charity to which
they feel a personal connection. All monies raised are matched by Equitable
Bank and donated to the sponsoring employee’s charity of choice. In 2017,
we held 15 “Gotta Love Mondays”, raising a total of $10,180 (including Bank
matching) for a variety of causes close to the hearts of employees including:
the Pancreatic Cancer Society, the Red Cross Alberta Fires Appeal, Sick Kids
Hospital, and the St. Maarten Hurricane Relief.

31,000+

$

2017

12,635

$

Raised

“ The Ride for Diabetes Research
began in 2014 as a team building
exercise; we presented the idea to
staff and they were on board . . .

As our employees have shown us that the desire to give back is embedded
in our culture, we also make every effort to incorporate charitable giving into
their day-to-day lives. In addition to the “donate what you can” snacks we offer
to our employees, we supply coffee machines offering a variety of flavours of
coffee and hot chocolate with each cup costing $0.25 which is then donated.
We match all of the proceeds from the snacks and coffee and donate them
to a community charity.

. . . Everyone has fun while working
together for a good cause. ”
CAROL JONES, SENIOR MANAGER, MORTGAGE SERVICES

Equitable Bank and the Community
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Giving Back Across Canada
Our commitment to community and charitable giving does not stop there.
Equitable Bank’s Human Resources team has made a concerted effort to
ensure our charitable strategy extends from coast to coast.
This year, our Calgary team volunteered at the Calgary Drop-In and
Rehabilitation Centre to serve fresh meals and our Vancouver office
gave their time to The Gathering Place Community Centre. Likewise,
our Montreal team served Christmas meals at the Centre
D’hébergement Yvon-Brunet home for the elderly.

Giving Back Across Canada
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Other Philanthropic Activity
Investing in the Arts
Since 2015, Equitable Bank has been deepening its involvement and investment in the
local arts community and in the Canadian art world more broadly. In 2017, we have acted
as a sponsor for various arts-based initiatives, most notably the Canadian Art Foundation’s
School Hop, which provides contemporary art education to secondary school students
in Toronto and Trinity Square Video’s Themed Commission program, which supports a
selection of media artists each year in the production of new work.
As a leading digital bank, we understand the importance of fostering innovation and
finding new ways to use technology to better our lives. The strong affinity we feel for all
things digital led us to launch our own award program for artists doing exemplary work
in digital media: the Emerging Digital Artists Award (“EDAA”). Through the EDAA, Equitable
Bank has been able to contribute to the professional development of fifteen emerging
Canadian digital artists (and counting) who share our desire to innovate. The program
provides funding to artists early in their career who are making screen-based work
which includes video, animation, websites, code and games.
In 2017, we co-presented the EDAA along with Toronto’s oldest media arts centre,
Trinity Square Video. We awarded a total of $9,000 to five emerging artists at the official
screening event, where members of the Equitable Bank family and the Canadian arts

34,500

$

Awarded since 2015

community had the opportunity to view the work and celebrate the artists. The first prize
award of $5,000 was presented to Fanny Huard for her award winning work entitled
AEIUO, which is proudly on display at the Bank’s Toronto head office. Since the EDAA’s
inception in 2015, we have awarded $34,500 to emerging digital artists to assist them in
further developing their craft.
Overall in 2017, we contributed $60,839 to investing in the arts. We have plans to
grow this number in 2018 with a contribution to Art Starts, a community centre
and charitable organization focused on running arts programming in Toronto’s
marginalized neighbourhoods.

Section Title
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2017 Diversity Numbers
at Equitable Bank

Our People
At Equitable Bank, we celebrate differences and diversity, engage employees and
take pride in our successes together. Since our employees thoughts inform so
much of what we do, we formally survey our staff regularly and use the results
of these surveys to improve our programs to make Equitable Bank a place that
attracts and retains the best and brightest talent.
Because we take our responsibilities as an employer seriously, we are especially
proud to have been named an AON Best Employer in Canada Gold Recipient in
2016, to have become a Platinum Recipient in 2017, and to have maintained our
Platinum Employer status for 2018.

50%
of Equitable Bank’s workforce
are visible minorities*

55%
of Equitable Bank’s
workforce are women*

50%
of professional managers/senior
managers at Equitable Bank are women

2017 Number of Employees in Canada

25

20

11

544

Full Time

Full Time

Full Time

Full Time

Calgary

Montreal

Vancouver

Toronto

Total Full-Time
Employees

600

As of December 31, 2017

Grand Total
Employees

607

30%
7

Part Time

of Equitable Bank’s
Board of Directors are women

43
different languages spoken by
Equitable Bank employees
*as per Equitable Bank’s annual Employment Equity Report (June 2017).
Section Title
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Diversity, Youth Employment
and Career Development
Diversity
As an employer that values a diverse and inclusive workplace, we actively
work to identify and remove systemic barriers to employment, retention and
advancement. Our commitment to creating and maintaining an environment that
provides equal opportunities to all employees is captured not only in our formal
policies but also in the tone set by our senior leadership.
We have our own Diversity and Inclusion Committee comprised of Bank
employees who hail from across the world. We are proud of our multicultural
workforce and we feel it is important to celebrate this diversity. We host a
variety of events from Diwali to Chinese New Year celebrations, publish a regular
employee newsletter titled Equitable Banknotes, and send informative emails
to staff highlighting cultural events and holidays throughout the year to create
awareness about the significance and meaning behind our diversity programs.

Helping Canada’s Youth

development and career progression. From career coaching to interview tips
for internal applications, they ensure employees have the tools they need to
progress in their careers.

We offer paid summer internship and co-op employment opportunities in our
offices across Canada. In 2017, we hired 31 summer students and engaged

This support includes in-house training that provides employees the

them in challenging assignments where they worked directly with a manager,

opportunity to improve in their day-to-day job functions. In addition, each and

mentor and Vice President to gain substantive experience in the financial services

every staff member receives mandatory Code of Conduct, Accessibility for

industry. Additionally, each year our Rotational Leadership Development Program

Ontarians with Disabilities Act (“AODA”) and Violence and Harassment Training.

provides four recent university graduates with the opportunity to explore a variety
of functions within the Bank.

Learning and Development

For our leadership roles, we have implemented a new manager’s coaching
program to ensure they are equipped with the tools and resources to succeed
in their positions. In addition, we actively encourage employees to recommend

Developing our employees so that we can have an engaged and productive

additional training programs they believe would be beneficial to a large

workforce while promoting from within is paramount to Equitable Bank. Our

percentage of our staff. We remain committed to listening to our employees and

on-staff Learning & Development Specialist focuses on employee growth,

providing them with tools they need to ensure their successful development.

Diversity, Youth Employment and Development
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Health and Wellness
We work hard to promote an atmosphere of health and wellness for our
employees and for our planet. Here is a look at some of the many ways we work
to accomplish this goal.

Mental Health
We understand that mental health is just as important as physical health, and
that is why we focus a great deal on the overall well-being of our employees.
Within our wellness program, Equitable Strong, our employees’ mental health
and well-being is a year round focus. In 2017, we worked with the Not Myself
Today campaign, a workplace mental health campaign that strives to help
companies promote greater awareness and reduce the barriers to discussing
mental health issues at work. Additionally, we hosted lunch and learns on
managing stress and anxiety, and encouraged dialogue around the stigma of
mental illness on a daily basis. We also participated in Bell Let’s Talk Day and
have dedicated the month of May as Mental Health Awareness Month.

Physical Health
Taking care of our health is encouraged at Equitable Bank, and we provide all of
our employees with complimentary gym access at local fitness clubs to promote
a healthy lifestyle. In Toronto, a local yoga studio, Moksha Yoga, is part of this
initiative for those who want to practice mindful stretching.
In the chilly winter months when colds and flu are a threat to Canadians, we hire
a Registered Nurse to run a flu shot clinic in-house. We also provide medical,
dental and vision benefits coverage to all of our full-time permanent employees
so that they can take care of their health and that of their families.
We understand that it can be hard to eat healthy when you are on the go,
so in the spring of 2017 we began offering healthy snacks to all employees
at no cost, though a donation is recommended. Funds raised are matched
by Equitable Bank and donated to one of the many charities we support.

Health and Wellness
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LifeWorks
LifeWorks, our employee assistance program, is a confidential resource offered
to all Equitable Bank employees and their immediate families. It provides a
variety of solutions designed to help individuals manage or prevent challenges,
so that they are better equipped to stay healthy at work and at home.
LifeWorks is available 24/7 online or via phone, which makes it an invaluable
resource for our employees who can access it anytime day or night.

Environmental Stewardship
We only lease 96,234 square feet of office space across Canada and believe in using that space
responsibly. Equitable Bank strives to minimize its environmental footprint:

We encourage our
employees to think
twice before printing
materials and employ
paper-free mortgage
documentation
technology.

In Toronto, our customized interior
features low energy consumption LED
lighting, sensors that automatically
extinguish lights when rooms are not
in use and prefabricated walls that
use 40% fewer resources than typical
construction products.

In addition to our internal
responsible recycling programs,
we give each and every new
employee their own personalized
Equitable Bank reusable mug
to cut down on the use of
disposable cups.

Our head office was designed using LEED™ Green
Building System for Environmental Design standards.
We plan to expand our efforts to be environmental
stewards by pursuing LEED™ certification in 2018.
LEED™ Certification provides verification that an office
was designed and built keeping environmental health
and sustainability in mind.

As we operate across Canada, we continue to work towards minimizing our environmental footprint through meaningful initiatives aimed at respecting sustainability.

Health and Wellness
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Accessibility and
Financial Literacy
Accessibility
Equitable Bank strives to foster a workplace and provide services in an
environment that respects the dignity, independence and accessibility of
persons with disabilities. We are proud to say that all of our business is
conducted in support of this principle. For example, our offices have been
designed with accessibility in mind and we are actively working to ensure
that all of our physical premises are fully accessible.
We are committed to providing banking services to all Canadians in a manner
that is respectful of and sensitive to their unique needs. When clients visit us
at our head office, our team is trained to ensure that they are provided with
supportive assistance. Our reception team is also trained to use the Bell IP
Relay Service in order to support communication by phone for those with
speech and hearing disabilities who contact us using our toll-free number.

Accessibility and Financial Literacy
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Access to Financing
We think of ourselves as Canada’s Challenger Bank™.
We aim to challenge conventional banking approaches and find new and
effective ways to provide Canadians with access to financial services.
Whether we are helping a newcomer to Canada secure mortgage financing,
assisting a senior with opening a bank account from the comfort of her
own home, or working with self-employed individuals to help them build
stronger financial profiles, we aim to reduce the barriers Canadians face
when accessing financial services.

Mortgage Solutions
We understand the peace of mind owning your own home can bring and
we believe in working with Canadians to help them find a mortgage that
fits their lifestyle. Our mortgage products cater to a wide variety of financial

It’s time your home
took care of you.

situations. Our products can be customized to fit all Canadians including
those that are self-employed, new immigrants with limited or no credit
history, individuals overcoming previous credit-challenges and investors.
Given the unique financial situations of many seniors, we also launched
the PATH Home Plan equity release solution in 2018. The PATH Home
Plan helps those who are 55 and over maintain their financial freedom by
accessing the equity in their homes to fund shortfalls they may face without
the stress of any payments while keeping ownership of their homes.

Accessibility and Financial Literacy
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Canada’s
Challenger
Bank

EQ Bank - 24/7 Banking
In 2016, we launched our digital banking channel, EQ Bank. With our branchless
philosophy, we are anywhere our clients need us to be. We are committed to
offering an everyday high interest rate, simplified banking options, and 24-hour
service for all Canadians residing outside of Québec. Our customer care team
is always available by phone, live chat or email. In 2017, we continued to pursue
new product initiatives culminating in the launch of our EQ Bank GIC products in
early 2018.

Accessibility and Financial Literacy
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Promoting Financial Literacy
In addition to providing greater access to financial services, we also provide
Canadians with resources to encourage individuals to take ownership of their
financial futures. In 2017, we advocated for financial literacy by expanding our
virtual reach:

Stnce — Taking Financial Ownership
On November 25, 2017, we introduced a new initiative, Stnce, with the goal
of empowering Canadian women. Stnce is spearheaded by Kim Kukulowicz,
Vice President of Sales and Partner Relations at Equitable Bank. An internal
committee of three men and 20 women worked together to bring this
important initiative to life. Equitable Bank has partnered with influencers
from the financial industry to open up the conversation around financial
ownership and the unique challenges women often face in this area.
Stnce helps women access the tools they need to take ownership of
their financial futures and to build their confidence in financial knowledge.

EQ Bank — The Exchange

In 2017, our Stnce ambassadors included Michelle Romanow, tech

EQ Bank hosts a financial blog, The Exchange, with helpful articles spanning a wide

entrepreneur and CBC Dragon, Kristen Wood, founder of Canada’s fastest

variety of topics that help Canadians better understand how to responsibly save

growing beauty services company, The Ten Spot, and leading personal

and spend, including tips for fraud detection, debt reduction, budgeting and saving

finance influencers Rubina Ahmed-Haq, Jessica Moorhouse and Desirae

for retirement. All of the articles on The Exchange are available at no cost with

Odjick, all of whom have played an integral role in promoting financial

the goal of helping Canadians build their financial knowledge and improve their

literacy to Canadian female audiences.

financial health.

Promoting Financial Literacy
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Business Debt Financing
Equitable Bank focuses on 5 primary business lines: Single Family Lending, Commercial Lending Services, Securitization
Financing, Brokered Deposits, and our Digital Banking options provided through EQ Bank. Currently, offering unsecured
debt financing to businesses in Canada is not part of our strategic focus. For more information on our core business
offerings, please see the Equitable Group Inc. 2017 Annual Report.
As at December 31, 2017, the authorized amount of business debt financing made available to firms in Canada by
Equitable Bank is outlined below by range, province and the number of customers. Outside of these amounts, we also
provided $5.4 billion of mortgage financing to Canadian businesses.

Alberta

($ Thousands,
except the
number of
customers)

British Columbia

Ontario

Total

Authorized1

Customer

Authorized1

Customer

Authorized1

Customer

Authorized1

Customer

27

2

124

3

272

4

423

9

100-$249

319

2

-

-

312

2

631

4

250- 499

-

-

-

-

478

1

478

1

500-$999

1,580

2

568

1

3,381

4

5,529

7

1,000- 4,999

4,529

3

-

-

9,054

4

13,583

7

-

-

-

-

317,530

8

317,530

8

6,455

9

692

4

331,027

23

338,174

36

0-$99

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

5,000+

$

Total

The Authorized amount refers to the maximum amount that a client is allowed to borrow as at December 31, 2017 and is differentiated
from the outstanding amount which represents the amount that is advanced to a client and unpaid at the year end.

1

Business Debt Financing
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Taxes
For the year ended December 31, 2017, Equitable Bank recorded $74.4 million of Canadian tax expenses. This total
includes $58.2 million of corporate income taxes and $16.6 million of other taxes, offset by $0.3 million of capital
taxes recovery.
The table below summarizes the Bank’s 2017 tax expenses in all Canadian jurisdictions, as applicable.

Equitable Bank tax expenses by jurisdiction in Canada ($Thousands)
Jurisdiction

Capital Taxes

Income Taxes

Total Taxes

-

33,739

33,739

Ontario

-

19,775

19,775

Quebec

(344)

1,519

1,175

British Columbia

-

1,109

1,109

Alberta

-

2,045

2,045

Total Provinces

(344)

24,448

24,104

Total All Jurisdictions

(344)

58,187

57,843

Federal Government

Provincial and Territorial Governments

Other Taxes1

16,563

Total Canadian Taxes

74,406

Other taxes include payroll taxes, sales taxes (net of recovery) and property taxes on foreclosed assets that were recorded in
the Bank’s Statement of Income and income taxes that were included in the Bank’s Statements of Comprehensive Income for
the year ended December 31, 2017.

1

Taxes
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Offices

Toronto
Equitable Bank Tower
30 St. Clair Ave. West, Suite 700
Toronto, Ontario
M4V 3A1

Montreal

Vancouver

1411 Peel Street, Suite 501

777 Hornby St., Unit 1240

Montreal, Quebec

Vancouver, BC

H3A 1S5

V6Z 1S4

Halifax

Calgary

1959 Upper Water Street, Suite

1333 8th Street SW, Suite 600

1300 Halifax, Nova Scotia

Calgary, Alberta

B3J 3N2

T2R 1M6
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